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Of Caring Practices in the Public Communication of Science:

Seeing through Trans Women Scientists’ Experiences

Tania Pérez-Bustos

T he traditional idea of the public communication of science encom-

passes competing gendered notions. The androcentric ideal of the

production of expert knowledge that must be shared with an unso-

phisticated public competes with the feminized labor of those who create

the pedagogical practices to communicate with various publics. This essay

explores how these dueling gendered domains are complicated by online

communication media deployed by a trans woman scientist. Following the

work of feminist theorists such as Marı́a Puig de la Bellacasa ð2009, 2011Þ,
I conceive public communication of science as a caring practice. I under-

stand communication not only as a tool for diffusing information but as a

collective initiative to create bonds and common ground upon which to

build the present and the future ðPrecarias a la Deriva 2004Þ. As Donna

Haraway ð2008Þ would say, communication is an act of touching, an en-

counter with others, a becoming with.

As a tool, public communication of science is a feminized practice in the

symptomatic sense that it is predominantly engaged in by women.1 Yet this

1 In India and Colombia, this is the case for those who work to popularize free and open-

source software ðFOSSÞ, but it is also common for professionals in charge of creating edu-

cational material and exhibitions in science museums and writing scientific content for

journals ðPérez-Bustos 2010bÞ.

I would like to offer my thanks to Brigitte Baptiste for her comments on a previous

version of this essay; to Sara Márquez, my assistant during the research process that frames

this and other articles on Baptiste’s case; to Paola Garcı́a, Sandra Daza, and Adriana Diaz del

Castillo, for their insightful reading of earlier versions of this article; and to Zoe Goldstein

for her impeccable editing.
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feminization also signals the status that communicative practices have

within the context of scientific knowledge production. They are subor-

dinated to the reproduction of so-called legitimate, androcentric knowl-

edge produced mainly by modest white men and noble heroes, who con-

strue their endeavor as neutral inquiry ðHarding 1986; Haraway 2004Þ.2
The communicative strategies used to popularize expert knowledge are

construed instrumentally, as mere channels through which to transfer

knowledge as it is. This renders invisible a series of other communicative

mediations that make these strategies possible, including those individuals

who creatively undertake the pedagogical negotiations through which to

reach a variety of publics, understand their needs and fears, and familiarize

them with science ðPérez-Bustos 2010aÞ. This instrumentalization of the

public communication of science is further feminized by the relationship it

develops with the wider public toward whom it is directed. Communica-

tion of science is imagined as a maternal caring practice that gently initiates

newcomers into science. This imagery infantilizes, positioning publics as

those who know nothing and who need to be told how to participate and

understand.3 But what happens to such gendered discourses concerning

the public communication of science when it is embodied by scientists who

subvert traditional gender roles?

From communication as feminized care to caring communication

as a feminist ethos

As a feminist ethos, care is an act of accountability ðSingleton 2011Þ, a
situated practice through which collective interdependence is performed.

The public communication of science is a caring practice that knits to-

gether a sense of responsive collectivity between scientists and publics. Yet

the boundaries of care and the possibilities for accountability shift when

online media become the communicative mechanisms of scientists who

challenge gender norms. To delve further into these subtle transforma-

tions, I examine the public communicative practices of Brigitte Baptiste, a

Colombian trans woman scientist who speaks out about biodiversity and

2 As an example of this, for 2012, the majority of registered scientists in Colombia were

men, especially in areas such as engineering and technology ð70.63 percentÞ and natural and

physical sciences ð56.34 percentÞ. Furthermore, 66.3 percent of research group leaders are

male ðLucio et al. 2012Þ.
3 Some examples of feminization serving as a pillar of public communication of science

can be found in the popularization of FOSS ðPérez-Bustos 2008, 2010cÞ, news reporting
about genetics ðDı́az del Castillo, Olarte Sierra, and Pérez-Bustos 2012Þ, advertising using

scientific rhetoric ðCasallas Torres 2012Þ, and science fairs ðPérez-Bustos 2010aÞ.
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sexual and gender diversity.4 I argue that the public presence of differently

gendered bodies has the potential to reshape gendered practices: in this

case, the public communication practices that sustain androcentric para-

digms of science.

Baptiste is a biologist. She was born biologically male and began her

transition to become a trans woman in 1998.5 Three years before publicly

assuming her trans identity, she started working as a consultant at the

Alexander von Humboldt National Institute of Biodiversity and in 2011

became the institute’s director.6 Since assuming this role, her presence in

the public sphere has grown enormously. She has been widely interviewed

about her personal experiences as a trans woman, and she has been called

upon by the media to speak as an expert about controversial environmen-

tal issues.7 Her views on sexuality and gender, as well as on the environ-

ment ðe.g., landdistribution anduse in protected natural areas, biodiversity,
forestsÞ, are seen as progressive and, by some, as polemical. The media

routinely labels Baptiste an “eccentric scientist” ðin Ruiz Navarro 2011Þ. In
2011, she was nominated as “person of the year” ðRevista credencial

2011Þ. What does her public presence as a scientist and as a trans woman

teach us about public communication of science in Colombia?

Trans women hold a vulnerable position. Colombia Diversa ð2010Þ, a non-
governmental organization working in favor of LGBTI people’s rights,

notes that the primary occupation of trans women in Colombia is prosti-

tution, an occupation characterized by social exclusion and invisibility. This

social status is associated with a particular aesthetic—a particular way of

dressing and presenting oneself—which is shared by Baptiste. This aes-

thetic reifies the public association between prostitution and trans identi-

ties.

In an article that appeared in El espectador ðThe spectatorÞ, one of the

more important online national newspapers in Colombia ðRuiz Navarro

2011Þ, Baptiste talks about biodiversity and how it should be respected

by agribusiness, mining companies, and infrastructure sectors. She also re-

fers to the need to embrace a culture of flexibility toward diversity in gen-

4 In an ongoing study about women scientists who inhabit nonhegemonic gender posi-

tions, I have identified only three trans women scientists in Colombia. This study was funded

by the Research Office of Pontificia Universidad Javeriana.
5 Trans women are people who are transitioning ðor who have transitionedÞ from a mas-

culine to a feminine subjectivity, who conceive of themselves as feminine subjects, and who

call themselves trans women as a political statement.
6 For information on the Alexander von Humboldt National Institute of Biodiversity, see

http://www.humboldt.org.co/iavh_en.
7 For some examples, see Baptiste ð2011Þ, Fog ð2011Þ, and Semana ð2013Þ.
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eral, including sexual diversity: “We must be innovative with life forms,

we must adapt, learn to live together. . . . The only thing we can change

is the vulnerability we have created. This is a generational responsibility”

ðin Ruiz Navarro 2011Þ.8 When she encourages Colombian citizens to re-

flect upon vulnerability, she invites us, as if following Haraway ð2008Þ,
to consider what we touch in our coexistence and interactions with plants

and animals—representatives of Colombian biodiversity—but also when

we recognize others’ right to be different. Haraway refers to touch as a

practice of accountability through which we become with others—an em-

bodied, relational, collective, and responsive practice.

As a trans woman, Baptiste expresses her public opinions carefully,

showing solidarity with other trans women who, unlike her, are invisible.

Baptiste feels eccentric but also honored, and she expresses a sense of

responsibility regarding her public image: “It’s the most fun and the most

important job to me as a biologist, but also as a transgender person who

has a public position with a public responsibility” ðin Ruiz Navarro 2011Þ.
Although Baptiste deploys the rhetorics of care and accountability in

her scientific communication with the public, the responses she evokes are

often far from respectful, as the following online comments make clear:

“Say what you say!!! the fact that Baptiste is a superhero of science does

not give her any perverted sexual recognition. . . . Baptiste is multiplier of

human degradation, is a degenerate” ðanonymous comment on Gómez

2011Þ. Baptiste’s responses are touching: “Life is easier when biodiversity

starts with oneself ” ðin Gómez 2011Þ and “My condition was not an im-

pediment. . . . I want to break the bottlenecks and the bonds that do not

allow society to change. Machismo, for example. . . . And we transgender

are, in some ways a reaction to that world that machismo has imposed”

ðin Ruiz Navarro 2011Þ.
Baptiste is a scientist who resists social constraints against women’s

public speech ðDow and Condit 2005Þ. At the same time, she embodies a

situated science that, far from being neutral and heroic, is caring—both

with regard to others like her and with regard to the scientific knowledge

she embodies.

Care as becoming with

I see care in public communication of science as an act of touching, an

encounter with others, a becoming with ðHaraway 2008Þ. For Baptiste, it

8 All translations from Spanish-language sources are my own.
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is a performance that shapes what it means to be both a scientist and a

trans woman. It is an act of touching and becoming with that is made

visible and possible through online communication media in particular.

Those whom Baptiste encounters and becomes with are beyond the rig-

idly bounded domain of science. Being a scientist implies holding the priv-

ileged and neutral position of seeing from nowhere, of being unmarked

ðHaraway 2004Þ, yet Baptiste discusses with these encountered others a

particular social definition—what it is to be a trans woman—an identity that

in Colombia is marginalized. Thus, to become with others outside the scien-

tific field has a double implication for trans women scientists. It both makes

them “outsiders within” ðCollins 1986Þ the scientific field and shapes them

as public figures, a double positioning that has the potential to destigmatize

a sexual minority and place them, ambivalently, in a domain of privilege.

In a series of interviews, Baptiste presents herself simultaneously as a

woman who does not conform to the politics of respectability ðfigs. 1–2Þ
while also giving her expert opinion on the critical situation of the Co-

lombian páramos. In interviews, she highlights important considerations

regarding the political, economic, and emotional relationality that sustains

human life and the Colombian páramos—an interdependence through

Figure 1 “If we do not care for our páramos, the country will go down.” Baptiste discusses

the political process of delimitating the páramos, says the Magdalena River is on the verge

of an environmental collapse, and explains her disagreement with the construction of hotels

in protected areas ðCuevas 2013Þ. Photo by David Campuzano. Color version available online.
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which humanity becomes with ecosystems and vice versa. The various com-

ments left by readers of these articles, however, indicate how her refusal to

conform to certain gendered conventions structures assessment of her sci-

entific credentials.

Some readers’ reactions to Baptiste question her expertise: “If this de-

generate has not clarified his sexual orientation, how is he going to clar-

Figure 2 “Colombia does know the limits of its páramos” ðSemana 2013Þ. The regional

natural park Páramo de Santurbán was declared a protected area after nearly three years of

debate. The head of the institute Alexander Von Humboldt, Brigitte Baptiste, spoke to Se-

mana ðSemana 2013Þ. Photo by Daniel Reina Romero. Color version available online.
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ify the situation of the Colombian páramos?” ðanonymous comment on

Cuevas 2013Þ; “Was this a story about an environmental issue or it is the

cover of a porn site? What a sui generis character, now I understand why

páramos are so unprotected” ðanonymous comment on Semana 2013Þ.
These comments exemplify the noise that surrounds trans woman scien-

tists, as people whose gender identity undercuts their expert opinion. In

general, the online comments written about Baptiste are offensive, yet

some are not: “Those who qualify an expert opinion based on the ap-

pearance of who makes it, show very little sense. This lady is one of the

most recognized experts in the world for her expertise in tropical eco-

systems. It is something to be the director of the Humboldt Institute”

ðanonymous comment on Cuevas 2013Þ. To some extent, Baptiste’s pub-

lic presence contests the Colombian public imaginary surrounding trans-

gender people as much as the imaginary surrounding scientists.

The implicit dialogues Baptiste engages in through online media are

acts of care in the sense that they provide grounds for encounters between

others whose identities are beyond our imagination, even when these di-

alogues involve offensive terms. In these public encounters, Baptiste puts

herself in touch with others who are like her and not like her. In the

blurred borders between herself as a trans woman scientist and other trans

women nonscientists, who are implicitly present in readers’ comments, she

opens up the possibility of reshaping the place given to trans people in

Colombian society. Her public presence allows us to imagine that science

can be produced with concern and respect for the environment and with

concern for the neglected and marginalized in society. Through these

online encounters, Baptiste not only makes other trans women visible but

gives them ðand herself Þ a particular site of possibility ðPuig de la Bellacasa

2009Þ.

Closure: To touch, to care, differently

Thinking about scientists like Baptiste made me realize that there are

other possibilities for imagining how science is communicated to the pub-

lic. When we examine her public performances, the traditional idea of public

communication of science—as a neutral platform from which to care about

infantilized publics—becomes nuanced. Baptiste’s publications have the po-

tential to shape accountability between situated scientists and situated pub-

lics. They offer mechanisms with which to facilitate contact and mutual rec-

ognition, and with which to generate sites of possibility with the potential to

open up our imagination regarding how we understand science and those

who perform it. In an era when the communication of science is seen as
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public engagement, its use by eccentric subjects might allow us to think of

engagement as a practice for becoming with others, differently, to knit col-

lective and diverse interdependences, and to legitimate in-between spaces.

Department of Anthropology

Pontificia Universidad Javeriana, Bogotá
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Theater, Gender, and Development: Merging Traditional

and New Media to Address Communication Challenges

in Uganda

Caroline Victoria Wamala

S ome rural farmers in Uganda rely on what this article terms a multi-

media approach, one that merges traditional media such as perfor-

mance arts with information technologies ðITÞ to address their infor-

mation needs. This is in response to the challenges of an underdeveloped

communication infrastructure, where it can be difficult to access elusive

signals or networks. This is particularly the case in Uganda, where agricul-

ture forms the socioeconomic backbone of the society. The practice is part

of every Ugandan’s identity formation, as evidenced by the fact that the

sector employs more than 80 percent of the population and that 90 percent

of the country’s exports are products from the enterprise ðLee-Smith and

Cole 2008Þ. In short, farming affects every Ugandan, be it by extension or

directly.1

A farmer’s access to information is equated with having access to land

and capital ðMchombu 2003Þ. Hence, to further the progression of agri-

culture, both national and international development efforts, as well as the

farmers themselves, have championed the role that IT can play in pro-

viding timely information regarding farming practices. But the existing

infrastructure does not always allow for adequate use of IT. The multi-

media approach is an alternative platform for the dissemination of infor-

mation under such conditions, and it illustrates my finding that IT, or

1 The material in this article is taken from my PhD fieldwork ðWamala 2010Þ. I chose to
situate the study within the agricultural sector because this is a practice that touches the life of

every Ugandan. Therefore, a look at IT use in the context of agriculture provides an overview

of the level of diffusion of IT in the country.

Special thanks go to the Agriculture Research and Rural Information Network ðARRINÞ,
Mr. Stephen Rwangyezi, and the I-Network for providing me with access to the program,

and to the farmers and the theater troop in Tororo.
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